Come to booths #67 & 68

Browse these recently released OECD reports:

The Future of the Global Economy: Towards a Long Boom?
Reviews the forces driving economic and social change in today's world. It assesses the likelihood of a long boom materializing in the first decades of the 21st century and explores the strategic policies essential for making it happen.
03 1999 02 1, Fall 1999, 150 pages, ISBN 92-64-17029-4, $24.00

Asia and the Global Crisis - The Industrial Dimension
The OECD explodes the myth of conspiracy and evil design, showing that well-intentioned and previously successful economic policies put the Asian economies at risk. Generous support for heavy and high-tech industries created “turnkey” companies with an excessive reliance on imported technology and inputs. OECD argues that far-reaching industrial reforms are needed to accompany the measures being taken to address the financial aspects of the crisis. Learning the lessons from these reforms will reduce the risk of similar crashes in the future.
92 1999 06 1, Fall 1999, 154 pages, ISBN 92-64-17099-5, $34.00

And see demos of these new OECD electronic databases:

- OECD Economic Outlook December 1999, just released with forecasts for OECD countries and the world
- Main Economic Indicators, now in improved Beyond 20/20 software
- Social Expenditures Database SOEX, developed to provide a tool for monitoring trends in social expenditure at the aggregate level and to analyze changes in the composition of social expenditures in 27 OECD countries.
- Health Care Data, with 88 000 data points on personal health as well as the health care system in 29 OECD countries
- Telecommunications Database, a unique source of key indicators on the communications sector in the 29 OECD Member countries, providing over 90 time series of data on telecommunications indicators such as network infrastructure, revenues, expenses and investment of operators, trade in telecommunications equipment

Ask about our special ASSA discounts and receive your free copy of the latest OECD sample CD!
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